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A B S T R A C T

Quantum computing is gaining serious momentum in these days. With increasing capabilities of corresponding
devices also comes the need for efficient and automated tools to design them. Verification, i.e., ensuring
that the originally intended functionality of a quantum algorithm/circuit is preserved throughout all layers
of abstraction during the design process, is a vital part of the quantum software stack. In this work, we
present QCEC, a tool for quantum circuit equivalence checking which is part of the JKQ toolset for quantum
computing. By exploiting characteristics unique to quantum computing, the tool allows users to efficiently
verify the equivalence of two quantum circuits using a variety of methods and strategies.
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1. Introduction

Quantum computers promise to speed up certain key applications,
including integer factorization [1], unstructured search [2], chem-
istry [3], finance [4], etc. To this end, quantum computers utilize
quantum-mechanical effects, such as superposition, entanglement and
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interference [5]. In these days, quantum computing is gaining seri-
ous momentum and quantum computers might overtake conventional
computers on some of these tasks in the near future [6].

Quantum algorithms are typically described by so-called quantum
circuits which specify a sequence of operations to be applied to a
quantum system. Initially, quantum algorithms are described in a rather
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high-level, device-agnostic fashion—think of it as a description in
a high-level programming language. Just as classical software, sev-
eral steps are necessary to compile a desired quantum algorithm to
a representation that can be executed on the target device—similar
to assembly code of a program only using a specific instruction set.
Corresponding methods have been developed for this task and are
described, e.g., in [7–12].

However, it is of utmost importance that, during all correspond-
ing abstraction levels, the originally intended functionality is indeed
preserved. This motivates the development of methods for verification
or, more precisely, equivalence checking. Here, given two quantum
circuits 𝐺 and 𝐺′, the task is to check whether they realize the same
functionality. Since each operation in quantum computing can be de-
scribed by a complex-valued unitary matrix, the functionality of the
whole circuit can be determined by successive matrix–matrix multipli-
cation. Comparing the resulting matrices then solves the equivalence
checking problem.

Unfortunately, the underlying descriptions (i.e., the resulting ma-
trices) grow exponentially with respect to the systems’ size, i.e., with
respect to the number of qubits of the quantum circuit/algorithm. In
fact, it has been shown that equivalence checking of quantum circuits
is QMA-complete1 in general [13]. Several approaches to this problem
(e.g., [14–20]) have been proposed.

In this article, we consider solutions that rely on decision dia-
grams (a data structure which frequently allows to represent quantum
functionality in a very compact fashion) and their clever utilization,
as well as schemes that exploit the power of simulation in quantum
computing. More precisely, we present QCEC, a tool for quantum circuit
equivalence checking which is part of the JKQ [21] toolset for quantum
computing. By explicitly exploiting characteristics unique to quantum
computing and employing the data structure in a clever fashion, the
tool allows users to efficiently verify the equivalence of two quantum
circuits using a variety of methods and strategies.

2. Description and features

QCEC is a software package for quantum circuit equivalence check-
ing that is mainly developed in C++, runs under any major operating
system, and also provides Python bindings in order to be as accessible
as possible to its community. From a user perspective, the tool takes
two quantum circuits (in either of a multitude of file formats, such
as .qasm, .real, .qc, etc.) and returns whether the provided circuits are
equivalent or not. To this end, several different methods are available—
each providing their own advantages and disadvantages. At its core,
these methods are based on two complementary observations about the
verification of quantum circuits (for details we refer to [22] and [23],
respectively):

1. Due to the inherent reversibility of quantum circuits, if two
quantum circuits 𝐺 and 𝐺′ are equivalent, then concatenating
the first circuit 𝐺 with the inverse 𝐺′−1 of the second circuit
would realize the identity function I. The potential now lies in
the order in which the operations from either circuit are applied.
Whenever a strategy can be employed so that the respective
gates from 𝐺 and 𝐺′ are applied in a fashion frequently yield-
ing the identity, the entire procedure can be conducted rather
efficiently. Experimental results have shown that this leads to
speed-ups of several factors or even magnitudes.

2. In the classical realm, verification methods based on simulation
often require a complete consideration of all possible input states
or sophisticated schemes for constraint-based stimuli generation,
fuzzing, etc., due to the inevitable information loss introduced
by many logic gates and the resulting masking effects. In con-
trast, we observed that, again due to the inherent reversibility of

1 QMA can be regarded as the quantum analogue of the classical complexity
lass NP.

quantum operations, even small differences in quantum circuits
frequently affect the entire functional representation. Hence, it
may not always be necessary to check the complete functional-
ity, but it is highly likely that the simulation of both circuits with
a couple of randomly-chosen input states will already provide a
counterexample showing the non-equivalence.

A summary of all available methods, including a brief description and
short remarks on each technique, is provided in Table 1.

3. Impact overview

QCEC started out based on the initial ideas in [22] and [23]. Since
then, it enabled several new ideas which have been integrated into the
tool afterwards. For example:

1. By explicitly incorporating knowledge about the compilation
flow, a strategy has been designed that allows to keep the over-
head of verifying compilation results minimal [25]. Experimen-
tal evaluations confirm that the proposed strategy consistently
allows to verify instances with more than ten-thousand gates
within seconds—while state-of the-art techniques often require
substantial runtime or even time-out in these tasks.

2. The simulation capabilities have been further refined by in-
troducing dedicated quantum stimuli generation schemes [26].
They offer a trade-off between error detection rate and effi-
ciency. This eventually shows that simulation-based verification
offers huge potential in the verification of quantum circuits.

3. The equivalence checking methodology has also been integrated
into the JKQ DDVis tool, which visualizes decision diagrams for
quantum computing and their applications [27]. It allows users
unfamiliar with the concept of decision diagrams to visually
explore and learn how they can be utilized in the verification
of quantum circuits.2

Overall, the tool allows users to check the equivalence of two
quantum circuits in an efficient fashion. A comprehensive description of
the main concepts has been published in [28]. The underlying method-
ology is generic and can be fine-tuned to specific application scenarios
(e.g., for the verification of compilation results as mentioned above).
Moreover, QCEC is designed with accessibility in mind. Assume that
you want to check the equivalence of two quantum circuits described
by files circ1.qasm and circ2.qasm. Then, using our tool for this
task is as easy as executing the following statements in Python:

from jkq import qcec
result = qcec.verify( " circ1.qasm " , " circ2.qasm " )
print(result[ " equivalence " ])

Listing 1: Checking the equivalence of two circuits using QCEC

4. Conclusions and outlook

In this article, we presented the easy-to-use and efficient quantum
circuit equivalence checking tool QCEC that is part of the JKQ toolset
for quantum computing. The tool is available at https://github.com/iic-
jku/qcec and detailed descriptions of the corresponding methods are
provided in [25,26,28]. Due to the generic nature of the underlying
methodology, the tool’s capabilities can be tailored to more specific
application scenarios in the future (e.g., verifying specific optimization
methods for quantum circuits). Moreover, the tool should be easy to
incorporate in other (industrial) toolkits such as, e.g., IBM’s Qiskit,
Google’s CirQ, Rigetti’s Forest, etc.

2 An instance of the visualization tool is hosted at https://iic.jku.at/eda/
research/quantum_dd/tool/.
2
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Table 1
Overview of methods provided by QCEC.

Method Strategy Description Remarks

Standard DD Ref. [24] Construct and compare the decision diagram for
both circuits

Potentially constructs two
large decision diagrams

𝐺 → I ← 𝐺′ Naive [22] Alternate between applications of 𝐺 and 𝐺′ The most simple strategy

Proportional [22] Proportionally apply gates according to the gate
count ratio of 𝐺 and 𝐺′

The most reliable
general-purpose strategy

Lookahead [22] Always apply the gate yielding the smaller
decision diagram

High gain, high risk strategy

Compilation Flow [25] A dedicated scheme for verifying results of the
IBM Qiskit Compilation Flow explicitly exploiting
certain knowledge about the compilation process

Best performance for specific
application scenario

Simulation Classical [23] Computational basis states Very fast, but cannot detect
certain rotations

Local Quantum [26] Each qubit value is independently chosen from any
of the six basis states (|0⟩, |1⟩, |+⟩, |−⟩, |𝐿⟩, |𝑅⟩)

Fast and reliable

Global Quantum [26] Random stabilizer states Slow, but very reliable
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